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JavaScript Charting and Metric Insights

This article gives general overview of JavaScript charting. Metric Insights enables you to
chart your data using any available JavaScript charting libraries by one of the following
methods:

• Using the JavaScript charting feature within Metric Insights itself
• Hosting your favorite JavaScript charts on your servers and access the data remotely

from your Metric Insights instance

All JavaScript Libraries are supported. Metric Insights comes preloaded with JavaScript
libraries for d3, Highcharts, Google, nvd3 and others. If the one you want is not included,
then you can add any JavaScript library to Metric Insights.

Each of the approaches that you can use are described below.

Video Tutorial

1. Use JavaScript Charts already included in Metric
Insights

Metric Insights includes d3, Highcharts, google, nvd3 and several other JavaScript libraries. For
each of these, Metric Insights includes chart types to use such as Line, Time series, Geographic,
Pie, Bar, and others. Below is a picture of several in action.
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2. Use JavaScript Charts already included in Metric
Insights

3. Extend existing JavaScript Charts

The JavaScript charts included in Metric Insights are there for you to use. If you find that you'd
like to extend them, add different colors or change how they behave, then you can make
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changes to the JavaScript chart yourself. We offer the Javascript Chart Template Editor where you
can modify the JavaScript code or add your own CSS for styling. We also allow parametrization
of the chart, so you can add or use variables for substituting in parameters.

4. Create your own JavaScript Chart types in Metric
Insights

We provide a basic set of JavaScript charting libraries with several existing chart types. To
expand your options easily by inserting your JavaScript code and including some some CSS
styling. You are then ready to use the modified approach.
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5. Create your own JavaScript Chart types in Metric
Insights from whole new libraries

If your favorite charting library is not included, you can add it to Metric Insights. All JavaScript
libraries are supported.

For example, add Rickshaw charting that is based on d3. Just add the JavaScript library files
including .js and .css files and create the chart types you want. You are then ready to start
charting with your favorite JavaScript charts.
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6. Use your JavaScript Charts outside of Metrics Insights

You can run your JavaScript charts outside of Metric Insights on your own servers and also
leverage all the benefits of having your data in Metric Insights.

We have an example web site that hosts JavaScript charting on its own, but then grabs the data
to chart from your Metric Insights instance. We use a secure method for accessing the data.
https://bob.metricinsights.com/embedded_samples/adam-javascript_chart_demo.php
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Chart Types
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Overview of JavaScript chart types

This section shows the JavaScript chart types that already exist in Metric Insights.

This includes d3, Google, Highcharts, nvd3 and other JavaScript charts.
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d3

Metric Insights includes the d3 charting library and provides several d3 chart types. These
types are shown here. You can modify these charts to behave the way you want, and you
can extend this library by adding other types of d3 charts.

You can view more examples of d3 JavaScript charts at https://github.com/mbostock/d3/
wiki/Gallery

d3 Line

d3 Line example

d3 Brush

d3 Brush example
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d3 Collapsible Tree

d3 Collapsible Tree example

d3 Pie

d3 Pie example
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Highcharts

Metric Insights includes the Highcharts charting library and provides several Highcharts
chart types. These types are shown here. You can modify these charts to behave the way
you want, and you can extend this library by adding other types of Highchart charts.

You can view more examples of Highcharts at http://www.highcharts.com/demo/

Highcharts Line

Highcharts Line example

Highcharts Range

Highcharts Range example
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Highstock

Metric Insights includes the Highstock charting library and provides the ability to create any
Highstock chart type. Below is one example. You can modify this chart to behave the way
you want, and you can extend this library by adding other types of Highstock charts.

You can view more examples of Highstock Charts at http://www.highcharts.com/stock/
demo/

Highstock compare multiple series

Highstock compare multiple series example
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Google

Metric Insights includes the Google charting library and provides several Google chart types
that are shown below. You can modify these charts to behave the way you want, and you
can extend this library by adding other types of Google charts.

You can view more examples of Google JavaScript charts at https://developers.google.com/
chart/interactive/docs/gallery

Google GeoChart

Google GeoChart example

Google Line

Google Line example
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nvd3

Metric Insights includes the nvd3 charting library and provides the ability to create any nvd3
chart type. Below are some examples. You can modify these charts to behave the way you
want, and you can extend this library by adding other types of nvd3 charts.

You can view more examples of nvd3 JavaScript charts at http://nvd3.org/ghpages/
examples.html

nvd3 Pie

nvd3 Pie example

nvd3 Scatter/Bubble

nvd3 Scatter/Bubble example
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Dynamic Pivot Table

Metric Insights includes the dynamic pivot table chart. Below is an example.

You can view documentation and an example of dynamic pivot table chart at
https://github.com/nicolaskruchten/pivottable

Dynamic Pivot Table

Dynamic Pivot Table example
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dc (dimensional charting)

Metric Insights includes the dc library with an example. Although this is not a chart type that
is configured to immediately plug and play into your reports, it is included to show you the
complexity that can be achieved in JavaScript charting. With some modifications to this
chart type you should be able to apply it to any of your data results.

You can view documentation and an example of dc (dimensional charting) at
http://nickqizhu.github.io/dc.js/

dc
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Extending
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Overview of Customizing and Extending
JavaScript Charting

This section outlines several ways you can customize and extend JavaScript charting. This
includes modifying existing JavaScript chart types, creating new JavaScript chart types, and
creating whole new charting libraries to work from.
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Customize a JavaScript Chart Type

You have several JavaScript Chart Templates to use for JavaScript charting. However, if you
find one that you would like to customize for your needs you can adjust the JavaScript
chart. This article walks you through the process with an example.

Video Tutorial

Administration Menu

At the Administration Menu click on JavaScript Chart Templates under the JavaScript Charting
section
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JavaScript Chart Templates

On the JavaScript Chart Templates screen find the Javascript template that you want to
customize and click on it. In this example we click on the Highcharts Line chart

JavaScript Chart Template Editor
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In the JavaScript Chart Template Editor make your customized changes in the JavaScript Code
section

JavaScript Code

Find the section of the JavaScript code to customize. In this example we will make changes to
the JavaScript code so that series data will show multiple series instead of just one.
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JavaScript Code - customized

In this example we changed the JavaScript code so that the series data now expects an exact
multiple number of series

JavaScript Code - save changes
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Click Save button to save your changes. Now you can create JavaScript charts from this
template, using your customizations.
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Add new JavaScript Charting Library

Once you get going with JavaScript charting, you will probably want to start creating some
of your own. In some cases you will want to use charting libraries that are not yet loaded in
Metric Insights. This article shows how to load new JavaScript charting libraries. You do that
by creating a new JavaScript Charting Engine and then upload the js and css files for the
charting library. That process is documented in this article.

Of course, once you add a new JavaScript charting library, you will want to create different
chart types to use it. E.g., Line, Bar, Pie, and any more complex ones you want. All you do is
supply the JavaScript code. But that step is documented in the next article.

In this example, we create a nvd3 charting library for use.

1. Administration Menu

At the Administration Menu click on JavaScript Chart Library Files under the JavaScript Charting
section
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2. Javascript Chart Library Files

Click Add New File to upload js and css files for use in JavaScript charting

3. Add JavaScript charting library files

Choose file to add. In this example nv.d3.css. Select the Type of file. In this example css. Click
Save
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4. Javascript Chart Library Files

Click Add New File to add more

5. Add JavaScript charting library files

Choose file to add. In this example nv.d3.js. Select the Type of file. In this example javascript.
Click Save
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6. Javascript Chart Library Files

7. Javascript Chart Library Files

All files have been uploaded
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8. Administration Menu

At the Administration Menu click on JavaScript Charting Engines under the JavaScript Charting
section

9. Javascript Chart Engines

Click Add New Chart Engine. In this example we will add the nvd3 JavaScript charting code
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10. Add the JavaScript Chart Engine

Enter the name and internal name for this JavaScript charting engine. In this example nvd3.
Click Save.

11. Javascript Chart Engines
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JavaScript Charting Engine added. Now select the entry you just added.

12. JavaScript Chart Engine Editor

Enter the HTML code for this charting engine. You can use other charting engines as a guide.

13. HTML Code

<html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8">
<link rel="stylesheet" href="${HOST_NAME}css/libs/custom/nv.d3.css"></link>
<style>${CSS_CODE}</style>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/jquery/jquery-1.10.2.min.
js?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/libs/custom/d3.v2.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/libs/custom/nv.d3.js"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/api/mi.
js?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}"></script>
</head>
<body>
<div id="chart_div"><svg></svg></div>
<script type="text/javascript">
${CHART_INIT}
</script>
<script type="text/javascript">
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${JAVASCRIPT_CODE}
</script>
</body>
</html>

14. JavaScript Chart Engine Editor - add HTML

Enter the HTML code for this charting engine. In this example you see how the js and css
charting files are referenced. A few of the js and css files were uploaded in a previous step. You
can use other charting engines as a guide. Click Save to save your changes.

Now you are ready to create different chart types to use this charting library. That is
documented in the next article.
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Add new JavaScript Chart Type

Once you get going with JavaScript charting, you will probably want to start creating some
of your own. In some cases you will want to create a new chart type by adding a JavaScript
chart template. E.g., Line, Bar, Pie, and any more complex ones you want. All you really have
to do is provide the JavaScript code.

In this example, we create a nvd3 Pie chart.

1. Administration Menu

At the Administration Menu click on JavaScript Chart Templates under the JavaScript Charting
section
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2. Javascript Chart Templates

On the JavaScript Chart Templates screen click Add New Chart Template

3. Javascript Chart Templates
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Enter a name for the new template and choose an existing Charting Engine. In this example we
are building a nvd3 Pie template using the newly added nvd3 charting

4. JavaScript Template Editor

Enter JavaScript code

5. JavaScript Code

// http://nvd3.org/ghpages/pie.htmlvar chartProperties = insightChart.getCustomVars();
var data = insightChart.getDatasetForD3();
var data3 = [];
data3.push({"values":data});
nv.addGraph(function () {

var chart = nv.models.pieChart()
.x(function (d) { return d[chartProperties.column1]; })
.y(function (d) { return d[chartProperties.column2]; })
.donut(false)
.showLegend(true)

.showLabels(true);
d3.select("#chart_div svg")

.datum(data3)
.transition().duration(100)
.call(chart);
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return chart;
});

6. JavaScript Template Editor

Enter JavaScript code
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7. Add Custom Charting Variable

If your JavaScript uses custom variables then add them. Click Add New Custom Charting
Variable and enter then name of the variable used in the JavaScript code. In this example,
"column1" is the name of a custom variable in the JavaScript code. And supply a Default Value
for the column name that reports typically return for this value. This can be easily overridden by
the chart at charting time, which you will see later in this example.
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8. Add Custom Charting Variable

In this example, "column2" is the name of a custom variable in the JavaScript code. And supply
a Default Value for the column name that reports typically return for this value. This can be
easily overridden by the chart at charting time, which you will see later in this example.

9. CSS Code
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Enter styling code for the JavaScript chart in the CSS Code section

10. Enable the JavaScript Chart Template and Save

Click check box to enable the JavaScript Chart Template, and click the Save button

11. Use the Chart Type in a report

This section shows how to apply the chart type to a report. This is just provided here for
completeness. If you already know how to apply a JavaScript chart to a report then you can skip
this section.
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11.1. Choose a Report that contains category data

Choose a report that contains category data. Category data could be time values that are
discrete values. In this example the country column contains the category data. Also limit the
data collected to two columns. If you have a report with more than two columns, you can add a
pivot (Add Pivot button) to limit the data to two columns.
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11.2. Add the Chart

Click on Add Chart button

11.3. Choose the Chart Type you created
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Choose the chart type you just created in the JavaScript Chart Template screen. In this example,
Select nvd3 Pie for Chart Type

11.4. Give chart a name

Enter name for the chart
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11.5. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

Click to edit each of the Custom Charting Variables to match the names of your columns

11.6. Adjust Custom Charting Variables
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In this example change the Custom Charting Variable for column1 to match the column name
country

11.7. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

In this example change the Custom Charting Variable for column2 to match the column name
total units
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11.8. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

The Custom Charting Variables for column1 and column2 match the column names "country"
and "total units"

11.9. Save and Preview the Chart
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Click Save and Preview to see the chart
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Custom Charting Variables

Custom Charting Variables enable you to dynamically connect the result set from your
reports to the variable names in the JavaScript code for charting. This article describes how
this is done.

1. The Problem

For some JavaScript charting libraries, your JavaScript code references specific field names for
charting. I.e., the property field of a JavaScript object that contains your dataset for charting.
This occurs in d3 charting and other libraries based on d3, such as nvd3, rickshaw. However, the
result set from your reports are returned in a specific column order with specific column
names. To ensure that the correct result set columns are applied to the correct field names in
your JavaScript chart, use Custom Charting Variables.

1.1. JavaScript code references specific field names

In the example for d3 Line chart below, the JavaScript code references the field name of
"column1" and "column2".

var line = d3.svg.line().x(function(d) {
return x(d.column1);

}).y(function(d) {
return y(d.column2);

});

1.2. Reports return a result set with specific field names

In the example below, the report returns a data result set with field names "Date" and
"total_units"
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2. Solution

Apply Custom Charting Variables to your chart

2.1. JavaScript charting code uses Custom Charting Variables

The example snippet shows how the JavaScript code uses the Custom Charting Variables to
connect the fields in the result set of the report to the fields in the JavaScript code for charting

var chartProperties = insightChart.getCustomVars();
// column 1 will be treated as a date
// column 2 will be treated as a value
data.forEach(function(d) {

d.column1 = parseDate(d[chartProperties.column1]);
d.column2 = +d[chartProperties.column2];

});

2.2. Custom Charting Variables applied to report

Then for each report, the designer configures Custom Charting Variables to connect the report
result set fields to the JavaScript charting fields. In this example, the "Date" field is configured
for the "column1" field in the JavaScript chart, and the "total_units" field is used in the
"column2" field in the chart.
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Substitution Variables

In some cases you will have a JavaScript charting library with more than one configuration
of include files, such as .js and .css. Instead of having to create a JavaScript Charting Engine
for each situation, you can use Substitution Variables

1. JavaScript Charting Engine

The following JavaScript Charting Engine has additional .js and .css files to include, depending
on which JavaScript Chart type is applied. These additional scripts will be placed in a
Substitution Variable named "${ADDITIONAL_SCRIPTS}".

2. Configure Substitution Variable

In the HTML for this JavaScript Charting Engine, provide a Substitution Variable named
"${ADDITIONAL_SCRIPTS}" to create a placeholder for pulling in additional scripts to the HTML
template.

<head>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="${HOST_NAME}css/libs/dynamicpivot/pivot.
css?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}">
<style>${CSS_CODE}</style>
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<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/jquery/jquery-1.8.3.min.
js?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/jquery/jquery-ui-1.9.2.custom.min.
js?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/libs/dynamicpivot/pivot.
js?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}"></script>
<script type="text/javascript" src="${HOST_NAME}js/api/mi.
js?ver=${PROJECT_VERSION}"></script>
${ADDITIONAL_SCRIPTS}
</head>

3. Apply Substitution Variable

Then for each JavaScript Charting Template, apply the Substitution Variable. Click the Add New
Substitution button to add, or edit gear to edit the Substitution Variable.
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4. Apply Substitution Variable
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Troubleshooting

As you start using JavaScript charts and creating your own, you will find that you will need a
few tools or techniques for troubleshooting issues. This article offers a few tips.

1. View JavaScript Source code in web browser

One handy tip is to view the web browser source that contains your JavaScript code. This way
you know if your version is actually running, what variable names are used in the result set
returned from the Metric Insights report, what data is being returned, ...

1.1. View Source from web browser

When viewing your report where JavaScript chart displays, click View Source. In many cases you
will want to choose View Frame Source or something similar depending on the web browser
you are using.

1.2. View Source from web browser

Then you should see the JavaScript source code that is actually running in your web browser. In
the example snippet below you can confirm the names of the result set returned from the
report (e.g., "Total Units") and the data returned for that field (e.g., ..., 20485, 21612, 23113). You
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can also confirm the Custom Charting Variables, if any are being used. In this example,
"rowField": "Sales Channel", "colField": "Product Subcategory", ...

2. JavaScript debugger

You can also run your JavaScript code through a debugger. One way to do that is to use your
favorite web browser, set a few break points in your code, and run it when you point your web
browser at the report that has the chart you are interested in.

2.1. Debug via standalone HTML

Sometimes it is difficult to debug a web page that is dynamically created on the server and
running in your web browser. One way to simplify this is to make a copy of the web page
returned from the server, save it in a standalone HTML file, and then run that file in your web
browser and debug it.

1. To do this, just do View Source as shown in above example.
2. Then save the HTML source (with everything in it including the JavaScript code) to a

file on your local computer.
3. Then point your web browser at the file, set breakpoints, and run it.
4. You can then inspect the logic flow, and the data in any of your JavaScript objects.
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External Hosting
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Overview of Hosting JavaScript charts
externally

Here is an overview on hosting your own JavaScript charts on your own website. You can
run your JavaScript charts outside of Metric Insights on your own servers, but then leverage
all the benefits of having your data in Metric Insights.

Example of external hosting

Metric Insights has an example web site that hosts JavaScript charting on its own, but then
grabs the data to chart from your Metric Insights instance. https://bob.metricinsights.com/
embedded_samples/adam-javascript_chart_demo.php

How it's done

Metric Insights has an API that allows remote access to data. The method is securely controlled
by token management. You control access to which external sites can access your data. Then
from the external site you pass a username and shared secret information, and the Metric
Insights application returns a short lived token. Your website then uses that token to access
data from your Metric Insights instance.
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Secure access control

From your Metric Insights application you can choose which websites are allowed to have
access. You also manage username and shared secret information from here.
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Example of your External Chart

Here's an example of your JavaScript Charting source code hosted on your external website. It
makes a call to Metric Insights to get the data using the short lived token that was returned
from the previous access call using username and shared secret

Your externally hosted chart

Here is the final result of your JavaScript chart hosted on an external website, but accessing
your Metric Insights data remotely.
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How to Host your own JavaScript charts

This article describes how to host your JavaScript charts on your own website and pull data
from Metric Insights.

1. Architecture Overview

Below is a diagram that shows the sequence of events used in accessing data in Metric Insights
from your website.

First, you make a "gettoken" API call (Step 1, 2) to Metric Insights from your website. In this call
you supply a username and shared secret information such as "application_id" and
"application_key". This call returns a short lived token (3, 4). Your website then uses that token
to access data from Metric Insights in a "report_data" API call (5, 6). You typically do that directly
from your JavaScript chart.

2. Configure Metric Insights for access

To enable access to your website you must first configure Metric Insights with the certain
security measures such as shared secret information and a whitelist of external hosts that are
cleared for access.

2.1. External Applications

From the Admin Menu, choose External Applications
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2.2. Add External Application

Choose Add New External Application button.

2.3. Add External Application

Give your external application a name.
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2.4. Add Cross Domain Access

To give your external website access to Metric Insights, you need to select Cross Domain
Access. Click "Yes" for Cross Domain Access radio button. Once you do that, the screen will
show you a Cross Domain Origin section with a button to Add New Cross Domain Origin. Click
this button to add Cross Domain Origin.
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2.5. Add Cross Domain Origin

Add the name of your website. This is the fully qualified domain name (FQDN) including the
protocol. I.e., include the http(s):// for your website domain. Click Save when done.

2.6. Save External Application access configuration

Back on the External Application Editor, enable the external application by clicking on the
Enabled radio button at the top of the screen. Then click the Save button at the bottom of the
screen to save.
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2.7. Get Credentials

On the External Application Editor click on the Show Credentials button to get the shared
secret information that will be used by your website to securely get data from Metric Insights.
Once you click on that button, the button label toggles to say Hide Credentials. The shared
secret information that displays includes the Application Id and the Application Key. When
done, click the same button which is now labeled Hide Credentials.
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3. External website

Now you are ready to access Metric Insights data from your website. You just need to add the
code to your website to fetch the data from Metric Insights.

In general, fetching the data is a two step process.

1. First you make a "get token" API call to get a token that gives you secure access to the
data.

2. Then you make a "get data" API call using this token to get the data.

Once complete, you can then chart your data, or do anything else you want with the data.

3.1. Get Token API call

Get the secure token from Metric Insights.

To get the secure token, you make a "get token" API call to Metric Insights. You supply the
"application_id" and "application_key" generated in the above steps when configuring external
access for Metric Insights. You also supply an existing User via "user". The token value is then
returned.

You typically make this call from your server and not your client (web browser). Your server will
then embed the returned value of the token in the HTML/JavaScript it sends to the web
browser.

Below is an example of the API call using curl at unix command line.

Request:

curl --data "application_id=ABC&application_key=XYZ&user=admin" https://yourinstance.
metricinsights.com/api/get_token

Response:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<response><token>cjiSZ2ZYKxQfSxVXsGdk6a0JsE5e5hvydXS4RdZFyBUcjvJf1c</token><expires>2014
-01-02 14:37:15</expires></response>

Below is an example of the API call using curl at unix command line.

Request:

curl --header "Accept:application/json" --data "application_id=ABC&application_key=XYZ&
user=admin" https://yourinstance.metricinsights.com/api/get_token

Response:
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{"token":"UClCUUKxUlkdbhE1cHLz3kyjbIZYVh9eB34A5Q21Y3FPqKGSJs","expires":"2014-01-02
14:46:08"}

3.2. Get Report Data API call

Get the report data from Metric Insights.

In your JavaScript code make a "get report data" API call to Metric Insights, using the token you
obtained in the previous step. Typically, your server will embed the value of the token in the
HTML/JavaScript it sends to the web browser. This is the token value the server obtained in the
previous step.

The API call is done within the instantiation of the MI.Chart JavaScript object. An example is
listed here.

var insightCharts = new MI.Chart({
"url":"https://yourinstance.metricinsights.com/api/report_data?report=4",

"token":"UClCUUKxUlkdbhE1cHLz3kyjbIZYVh9eB34A5Q21Y3FPqKGSJs"
});

Other variations of invoking the API call to fetch report data from Metric Insights are listed here.
This includes specifying the pivot table, the Dimension value and/or the specific chart.

/api/report_data?report=6&pivot=10

/api/report_data?report=7&chart=12

/api/report_data?report=8&Dimension_value=3&chart=8

3.3. Chart your data

Once your code gets the data from Metric Insights, then within the render function of the Metric
Insights JavaScript object you can chart your data.

insightChart.render = function() {
// chart your data
};

Your JavaScript code can access the Metric Insights data via several JavaScript function calls, as
listed here.

var chartProperties = insightChart.getCustomVars();
var xLabels = insightChart.getXLabels();
var yLabels = insightChart.getYLabels();
var xTitle = insightChart.getXTitle();
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var yTitle = insightChart.getYTitle();
var data = insightChart..getDataset();
var dataD3 = insightChart.getDatasetForD3();
var dataGoogle = insightChart.getDatasetForGoogle()
var reportName = insightChart.getReportName();
var chartName = insightChart.getChartName();

An alternate approach to rendering your JavaScript chart within the render callback method of
the MI.Chart function, is to do repeated retries on isDataReady call. This is shown here.

insightChart.render = function() {};
if (!insightChart.isDataReady) {

setTimeout(function() {
myChartingFunction(); // Contains your charting code

}, 500);
return false;

}

3.4. Example of External hosting of JavaScript chart

Here is an example of your JavaScript Charting source code hosted on your external website. It
makes a call to Metric Insights to get the data using the short lived token, and then charts the
data.
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3.5. Another Example of External hosting of JavaScript chart

Here is another example of your JavaScript Charting source code hosted on your external
website. It makes a call to Metric Insights to get the data using the short lived token, and then
charts the data. It uses the alternate approach of the JavaScript isDataReady call to chart.
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Examples
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Overview of creating JavaScript charts

Metric Insights comes loaded with several JavaScript chart types. This includes d3, Google,
Highcharts, Highstock, nvd3, a Dynamic Pivot Table and others. This section provides
examples of creating JavaScript charts using the JavaScript chart types that already exist in
Metric Insights.

When you are ready to use these JavaScript chart types, just come back to this section, find
the one you are using, and walk through the steps.
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Create d3 Line Chart - Time Series

This article provides a step by step example of how to create a d3 Line chart.

d3 documentation on Line Chart API can be viewed at http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/3883245

1. Choose a Report that contains a Time Series

Choose a report that contains a time series. In this example the calendar_date column contains
the time series data. In addition, limit the data collected to two columns. If you have a report
with more than two columns, you can add a pivot (Add Pivot button) to limit the data to two
columns OR remove the column from the SQL statement if not needed in the report.
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2. Adjust Display Name for chart columns

Display Names may be changed by clicking on the name in the Display Name column

Ensure that the Display Name for the columns that you will be charting do not contain spaces

Save
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3. Add the Chart

1. Navigate to the Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click the Add Chart button

3.1. Set Chart type

1. Select d3 Line

Save
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4. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Set Chart NameSelect Region data column as X-axis values
2. Set X-axis title
3. Set Y-axis title

Save & preview
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5. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

1. Click the gear to edit each of the Custom Charting Variable Values to match the
names of your columns

2. Set the Value to the Display Name used in Step 2 above

Save

More information about Custom Charting Variables can be found here
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6. Preview Chart

If the chart meets expectations:

1. Close preview
2. Update live report
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7. Chart displays in Report Viewer
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Create d3 Brush Chart - Time Series

This article provides a step by step example of creating a d3 Brush chart.

d3 documentation on Brush (Area) Chart API: http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/3883195

1. Choose a Report that contains a Time Series

Choose a report that contains a time series. In this example the calendar_date column contains
the time series data. In addition, limit the data collected to two columns. If you have a report
with more than two columns, you can add a pivot (Add Pivot button) to limit the data to two
columns OR remove the column from the SQL statement if not needed in the report.
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2. Adjust Display Name for chart columns

Display Names may be changed by clicking on the name in the Display Name column

Ensure that the Display Name for the columns that you will be charting do not contain spaces

Save
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3. Add the Chart

1. Navigate to the Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click the Add Chart button

4. Set Chart type

1. Select d3 Brush for Chart Type

Save
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5. Name the Chart

6. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

1. Click the gear to edit each of the Custom Charting Variable Values to match the
names of your columns

2. Set the Value to the Display Name used in Step 2 above
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Save

More information about Custom Charting Variables can be found here

7. Save and Publish

8. Chart displays in Report Viewer
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Create d3 Collapsible Tree Chart

This article provides a step by step example of creating a d3 Collapsible Tree chart.

This type of JavaScript Chart is best suited for use with a report that contains data
associated with a tree hierarchy. See example http://mbostock.github.io/d3/talk/20111018/
tree.html

1. Select Report

In this example the Product Category (e.g., wine, wine furniture, wine accessory) is the parent
of the Product Subcategory (e.g., champagne, wine rack, bottle opener). Also, the Product
Subcategory (e.g., wine rack) is the parent of the specific product (e.g., Bottle Wrought Iron
Wine Jail). The first two columns describe this hierarchy using "parent" vs "child" terminology. In
addition, note that the top level parent (root) of this hierarchy is signified by an empty value ("")
in both the parent and child columns.

The name of the Product Category, Subcategory and Product will be displayed in the chart
("displayName") along with the total units sold ("displayValue") pertaining to that category,
subcategory or product.
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2. Adjust Display Name for chart columns

Display Names may be changed by clicking on the name in the Display Name column

Ensure that the Display Name for the columns that you will be charting do not contain spaces

Save
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3. Add the Chart

1. Navigate to the Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click the Add Chart button

4. Set Chart type

1. Select d3 Collapsible Tree for Chart Type

Save
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5. Full Chart Editor Displays

Accept defaults or optionally change values for:

1. Chart Name
2. X-axis title
3. Y-axis title

Save
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6. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

1. Click the gear to edit each of the Custom Charting Variable Values to match the
names of your columns

2. Set the Value to the Display Name used in Step 2 above

Save

NOTE: In this example, the query is written to return column names that match the Custom
Charting Variable names exactly, therefore, the variables do not require any modification.
(Refer to the first screen shot). In addition, the value returned for the top most "root" is the
empty string ("") so the value for "rootValue" above is correct.

More information about Custom Charting Variables can be found here
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7. Preview Chart

7.1. Review Chart

Upon successful review,

1. Close Preview
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2. Update Live Report to complete the chart

8. Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create d3 Line Chart from Pivot Table

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to create simple
two axis reporting on this data with a JavaScript chart, you can create a Pivot Table on the
report and then associate a chart with that Pivot Table.

This article provides a step by step example of creating a d3 Line chart using the results
from a pivot table.

d3 documentation on Line Chart API can be found at http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/3883245

1. Select or Create Report

In this example, we use an existing report that returns multiple columns of data
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2. Add Pivot

1. Navigate to Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click Add Pivot button

3. Define Pivot Parameters

In this example, we pivot on the calendar_date for a time series and will display just the totals of
the sale dollars.
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4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

Adjust any values on the Pivot Editor as needed

NOTE: In this example, the defaults are left as is. The two columns for this Pivot are "calendar
date" and "total amount"
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5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table

1. Navigate to the Pivot Charts tab
2. Click New Chart button

5.1. Select Chart type
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1. Select d3 Line (d3)

Save

6. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful name for your chart
2. Optionally edit X-axis title
3. Optionally edit Y-axis title

Save
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7. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

1. Navigate to the Custom Charting Variables tab
2. Click the Edit icon for each of the variables
3. Adjust the Value to match the names of the columns in the pivot

Save
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8. Preview the Chart

8.1. Review the Chart

If the chart meets expectations

1. Close preview
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2. Enable & publish report

9. Completed Chart Displayed in Report Viewer
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Create d3 Brush Chart from Pivot Table

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to create simple
two axis reporting on this data using a JavaScript chart, you can create a Pivot Table on the
report and then associate a chart with that Pivot Table.

This article provides a step by step example of creating a d3 Brush chart using the results
from a Pivot Table.

d3 documentation on Brush (Area) Chart API can be found at http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/
3883195

1. Select or Create Report

In this example, we use an existing report that returns multiple columns of data
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2. Add Pivot

1. Navigate to Charts & Pivots tab
2. Click Add Pivot

3. Define Pivot Parameters

In this example, we pivot on the date and display just the totals of the sale Units
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4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful Name
2. Adjust any values on the Pivot Editor

Save

5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table

1. Navigate to the Pivot Charts tab
2. Click New chart
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5.1. Choose a Chart type

1. Select d3 Brush as Chart type

Save

6. Full Chart Editor Displays

Accept defaults or optionally change values for:

1. Chart Name
2. X-axis title
3. Y-axis title

Save
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7. Adjust Custom Charting Variables

1. Navigate to the Custom Charting Variables tab
2. Click the Edit icon for each of the variables
3. Adjust the Value to match the names of the columns in the pivot

Save
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8. Preview the Chart

8.1. Review the Chart

If the chart meets expectations:

1. Close preview
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2. Enable & publish report

9. Completed Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create Dynamic Pivot Table Chart (Version
4)

In many cases your reports will return multiple columns of data that you will want to
scrutinize at different category levels on the fly.

Dynamic Pivot Table Charts allow you to quickly sort, filter and re-arrange chart data to
meet your everyday requirements.

This article provides a step by step example of the process used to create a Dynamic Pivot
Table Chart.

Additional documentation can be found at https://github.com/nicolaskruchten/pivottable

1. Choose an existing Report or create a new one

1. In the report editor, select Report Content tab.
2. Add a new Chart.
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2. Enter Chart Definitions

1. Select Report Result Set as the data to be charted.
2. Choose Dynamic Pivot Table as the Chart type.
3. Select Use Column Header Values as the X-axis value.

Save
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3. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Enter a meaningful Name.
2. Set X-axis definitions. Specify Use Column Header Values to return all columns.
3. Set Y-axis definitions.
4. Set Chart Content options.

4. Add any desired Chart Filters

1. Navigate to the Chart Filters tab.
2. Add New column filter.
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4.1. Set any Filter selections

1. Select Column.
2. Choose Filter.
3. Input Value.

Save

Note that this step is optional since the Dynamic Pivot Table Chart provides filtering
capabilities.
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5. Save and Publish

6. Chart is displayed in Report Viewer

7. Customize your Chart
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7.1. Drag and drop columns to analyze data

7.2. Filter Results
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7.3. Change the Chart type
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Create Google Geo Chart

This article provides a step by step example of how to create a Google GeoChart.

A Geochart is a map of a country, continent, or region. In the region mode, it colorizes
whole regions such as countries, provinces, or states.

Google documentation on GeoChart API can be found at https://developers.google.com/
chart/interactive/docs/gallery/geochart

1. Choose a Report that contains region data

Choose a report that includes region data. In this example the country column contains the
region data.
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2. Adjust Display Name for chart columns

Ensure that the Display Name for the columns that you will be charting do not contain spaces

3. Add the Chart

1. Navigate to the Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click + Chart button
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3.1. Select Chart type

1. Select Google Geo for Chart type

Save

4. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Set Chart Name
2. Select Region data column as X-axis values
3. Set X-axis title
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4. Set Y-axis title

Save & preview

5. Review Chart

If the chart meets expectations:

1. Close preview
2. Update live report
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6. Completed Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create Google Line Chart - Time Series

This article provides a step by step example of how to create a Google Line chart.

For this type of Chart, choose a report that contains a time series and limit the data
collected to two columns. If your report contains more than two columns, you can add a
pivot to limit the data to two columns.

Google documentation on Line Chart API can be found at https://google-
developers.appspot.com/chart/interactive/docs/gallery/linechart

1. Choose a Report for the Chart

NOTE: In this example the calendar_date column contains the time series data
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2. Adjust Display Name for chart columns

Display Names may be changed by clicking on the name in the Display Name column

Ensure that the Display Name for the columns that you will be charting do not contain spaces

Save

3. Add the Chart
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1. Navigate to the Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click the Add Chart button

3.1. Set Chart type

1. Select Google Line

Save

4. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Set Chart NameSelect Region data column as X-axis values
2. Set X-axis title
3. Set Y-axis title

Save & preview
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5. Preview Chart

If the chart meets expectations:

1. Close preview
2. Update live report
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6. Chart displays in Report Viewer
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Create Google Geo Chart from Pivot Table

This article provides a step by step example of creating a Google Geo chart, using the
results from a pivot table.

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to perform simple
two axis reporting on this data using a JavaScript chart, create a Pivot table on the report
and then associate a chart with the Pivot.

Google documentation on the GeoChart API can be found at
https://developers.google.com/chart/interactive/docs/gallery/geochart

1. Select a Report
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2. Add Pivot Table

1. Navigate to Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click Add Pivot button

3. Define Pivot Parameters

1. Select Row Values
2. Choose Column to Aggregate

Save
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4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

1. Adjust any settings on the Pivot Editor
2. Save

NOTE: In this example, the defaults are left as they are. The two columns for this Pivot are
"country" and "Amount"

5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table

1. Navigate to the Pivot Charts tab
2. Click New Chart button
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5.1. Select Chart Type

1. Select "Google Geo (Google Charts)" as Chart type

Save

6. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful name for your chart
2. Optionally edit X-axis title
3. Optionally edit Y-axis title

Save & publish
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7. Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create Google Line Chart from Pivot Table

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to create simple
two axis reporting on this data with a JavaScript chart, you can create a Pivot Table on the
report and then associate a chart with that Pivot Table.

This article provides a step by step example of creating a Google Line chart using the results
from a pivot table.

Google documentation on the Line Chart API can be found at https://google-
developers.appspot.com/chart/interactive/docs/gallery/linechart

1. Select a Report
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2. Add Pivot

1. Navigate to Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click Add Pivot button

3. Define Pivot Parameters

1. Select Row Values
2. Choose Column to Aggregate

Save
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4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful Name
2. Adjust any values on the Pivot Editor

Save

5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table

1. Navigate to the Pivot Charts tab
2. Click New Chart button
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5.1. Select Chart Type

1. Select Google Line as Chart type

Save

6. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful name for your chart
2. Optionally edit X-axis title
3. Optionally edit Y-axis title

Save & publish
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7. Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create Google Line Multi Series Chart from
Pivot Table

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to perform multi
series reporting on this data with a JavaScript chart, you can create a Pivot Table on the
report and then associate a chart with that Pivot Table.

This article provides a step by step example of creating a Google Line Multi Series chart
using the results from a pivot table.

Google documentation on Line Chart API can be found at https://google-
developers.appspot.com/chart/interactive/docs/gallery/linechart

1. Choose a Report that contains a Time Series of multiple
items

In this example, the calendar_date column contains the time series data
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2. Add Pivot

1. Navigate to Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click Add Pivot button

3. Define Pivot Parameters

1. Set Row values
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2. Choose Column values
3. Select Aggregation method
4. Choose Column to aggregate

Save

4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful Name
2. Adjust any values on the Pivot Editor

Save

5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table
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1. Navigate to the Pivot Charts tab
2. Click New Chart button

5.1. Select Chart Type

1. Select Google Line as Chart type

Save

6. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful name for your chart
2. Optionally edit X-axis title
3. Optionally edit Y-axis title
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Save & publish

7. Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create Highcharts Line Chart - Time Series

This article provides a step y step example of creating a Highcharts Time Series Line chart.

Documentation on HighCharts Line Chart API can be found via the following links:

http://www.highcharts.com/demo/line-basic

http://api.highcharts.com/highcharts#plotOptions.line

Note: Report & Chart Editor formats are slightly different for Version 3

1. Choose a Report that contains a Time Series

In this example, the calendar_date column contains the time series data. Data collected should
e limited to two columns. If you have a report with more than two columns, you can create a
Pivot Table to limit the data to two columns.
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2. Add the Chart

From the Report Content tab, click the "+ Chart" button.

3. Choose Highcharts Line

Select Highcharts Line for Chart type.

Save
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4. Full Chart Editor displays

1. Enter a unique Name for the chart

Save & Publish

5. Chart is Published and displayed in Report Viewer
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Create Highcharts Range Chart

This article provides a step by step example of creating a Highcharts Range chart.

Highcharts Range Chart API Documentation

Note: The format of the Report & Chart Editors is slightly different in Version 3.

1. Choose a Report that contains range data

Choose a report that contains a range of values for each category of data. Category data could
be time values that are discrete values. In this example, the month column contains the
category data and the max and min number of units sold are the range. Also, limit the data to
just these columns. If you have a report with more than these columns, you can add a Pivot to
limit the data.
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2. Add the Chart

Click the "+ Chart" button.

3. Define the Chart

1. Select the data to be charted
2. Choose Highcharts Range as the Chart type
3. Select the category as the X-axis values

Save
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4. Full Chart Editor displays

1. Input a meaningful Name
2. Enter a Y-axis title

Save & Publish
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5. Chart displays in Report Viewer
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Create Highcharts Line Chart from Pivot
Table

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to create simple
two axis reporting on this data with a JavaScript chart, you can create a Pivot Table on the
report and then associate a chart with that Pivot Table.

This article provides a step by step example of creating a Highcharts Line Chart using the
results from a Pivot Table.

Highcharts documentation on Line Chart API:

http://www.highcharts.com/demo/line-basic

http://api.highcharts.com/highcharts#plotOptions.line

Note: The format of the Report and Chart editors is slightly different in Version 3.

1. Select or Create a Report

In this example, we use an existing report that returns multiple columns of data
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2. Add Pivot

1. Navigate to Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click "+ Pivot" button

3. Define Pivot Parameters

In this example, we pivot on the calendar_date for a time series and will display just the totals of
the sale dollars.
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4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

Input a meaningful Name and adjust any values on the Pivot Editor as needed

NOTE: In this example, the defaults are left as is. The two columns for this Pivot are "calendar
date" and "total amount"

5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table

1. Navigate to the Pivot Charts tab
2. Click "+ Chart" button
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5.1. Select Chart type

Select Highcharts Line for Chart Type.

Save

6. Full Chart Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful Name for your chart
2. Optionally edit X-axis title
3. Optionally edit Y-axis title
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Save & Publish

7. Published Chart Displays in Report Viewer
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Create Highcharts Multi Series Line Chart
from Pivot Table

In many cases your reports return multiple columns of data. If you want to perform multi
series reporting on this data with a JavaScript chart, you can create a Pivot Table on the
report and then associate a chart with that Pivot Table.

This article provides a step by step example of creating a Highcharts Multi Series Line chart
using the results from a Pivot Table.

Highcharts documentation on Line Chart API:

http://www.highcharts.com/demo/line-basic

http://api.highcharts.com/highcharts#plotOptions.line

Note: The format of the Report and Chart Editors are slightly different in Version 3.

1. Choose or create a Report that contains a time series of
multiple items
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In this example, the calendar_date column contains the time series data.

2. Add Pivot

1. Navigate to Charts and Pivots tab
2. Click "+ Pivot" button

3. Define Pivot Parameters
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1. Set Row values
2. Choose Column values
3. Select Aggregation method
4. Choose Column to aggregate

Save

4. Full Pivot Editor Displays

1. Input a meaningful Name
2. Adjust any values on the Pivot Editor

Save

5. Associate a Chart with the Pivot Table
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Click "+ New Chart" button.

5.1. Select Chart Type

1. Select Highcharts Line as Chart type

Save

6. Full Chart Editor displays

1. Input a meaningful name for your chart
2. Optionally edit X-axis title
3. Optionally edit Y-axis title
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Save & publish

7. Chart displays in Report Viewer
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